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Abstract 

All electric ships have become a trend. As the power core of the all-electric ship, the 
power system is closely related to the safe and stable operation of all electric ships. This 
paper abandons the traditional methods of signal filtering, decomposition, 
transformation, etc., using Convolutional Neural Networks（CNN） with powerful feature 
mining capabilities as the basic framework, and replaces the output layer of traditional 
convolutional neural networks with Support Vector Machine to diagnose the power 
system of all electric ship. The simulation results show that the simple input of the high-
dimensional original signal map, CNN can achieve a higher diagnostic accuracy, and the 
diagnostic results under noise interference are less affected. Compared with the 
traditional HHT+BP Neural Network model, it can effectively solve the disadvantages 
brought by artificial feature extraction and improve the diagnostic accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

As the main power propulsion system of the "all electric ship" [1], the ship power system is of great 
significance for safe and stable operation. Due to the demand for maritime transportation, the wiring 

of the ship's power system is often limited by space, which can easily lead to line or equipment failure. 

On the other hand, due to the harsh environment in which the ship is sailing, the operating state of 

the electrical equipment is susceptible to external factors, which leads to frequent short circuit faults 

in the power transmission line [2]. Severe short circuit faults can cause the power system to collapse. 

Therefore, ship power system fault diagnosis is essential to ensure the safe and stable operation of 

the ship. 

At present, the fault diagnosis of marine power systems is mainly for individual electrical equipment, 

and there is little research on the diagnosis of grid faults. In [3], atomic energy entropy and continuous 

string matching are used to study the fault classification of distribution line faults. Literature [4] 

proposed a fault classification system, which uses two artificial intelligence algorithms, ant colony 

algorithm and fuzzy neural network, to deal with distribution network faults. Literature [5] proposed 

a fault classification method for transmission lines based on Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) 

combined with probabilistic neural network (PNN). The method can fully reflect the characteristics 

of the local transient signal, and improves the fault classification accuracy by effectively optimizing 

the signal waveform.In [6], combined with the characteristics of transmission line faults, considering 
the priority of different faults, an improved fault classification classifier for binary tree transmission 

lines based on SVM is designed, which simplifies the data preprocessing process and improves the 

classification accuracy. Although the above method solves the problem of fault diagnosis of 
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transmission lines to a certain extent, there are still defects that cannot handle high-dimensional and 

massive data, and the diagnosis results are susceptible to the characteristics of artificial selection. 

Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposes a fault diagnosis model using CNN as the feature 

extractor and SVM as the classifier to realize fault classification, fault location and fault line phase 

selection of all electric ship power systems. The experimental results show that the diagnostic model 

based on convolutional neural network can effectively exert powerful feature extraction ability, has 

outstanding advantages for processing high-dimensional data, and can accurately detect faults under 

strong noise environment.  

2. Convolutional Neural Networks 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a classic feedforward depth network with good 

generalization capabilities. The working mechanism is to use multiple filters to realize the stepwise 

feature extraction of the input data, and the extracted features become more abstract as the network 

structure is deeper. 

The basic structure of the convolutional neural network consists of an input layer, a convolutional 

layer, a pooling layer, also called a downsampling layer, a fully connected layer, and an output layer. 

The convolutional layer and the pooled layer are alternately repeated to form a hidden layer. Fig. 1 is 

a typical convolutional neural network structure diagram. 
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Figure 1.  Convolutional Neural Network’s structure 

The convolutional layer realizes the local feature extraction of the upper input feature map by 

convolution operation of the convolution kernel (the weight matrix of the neuron), and constructs a 

new feature map by using the excitation function. The mathematical model of the convolution process 

can be briefly expressed by the following equation. 
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Of which: 

l   : The l  layer  

K : Convolution kernel matrix 

B : Bias 
l

oX :The output of the l  layer 

1l

iX − : The input of the l  layer 

The pooling layer is a fuzzy filter that implements quadratic feature extraction, which reduces the 

data dimension by sampling processing while retaining valid information. The downsampling method 

usually includes two types: maximum pooling and averaging pooling. The calculation method of the 

mean pooling neurons can be expressed as the following equation. 
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The output layer of CNN is usually based on the Soft-max classification[7].Convolutional neural 

network performs supervised training through the backpropagation algorithm, and the gradient 
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descent method is used to modify the weight layer by layer to reduce the cost function to the minimum 

value within the error tolerance range. 

The model structure constructed by the convolutional layer and the pooled layer makes CNN very 

sensitive to small features and has certain distortion tolerance to the input data. On the other hand, 

features such as local receptive field, weight sharing, and downsampling operations allow the CNN 

to obtain a representation of the translation, distortion, and scaling of the input data. CNN has 

generalization capabilities and strong robustness. 

3. Simulation and Experiment 

The voltage and current signals of the grid can reflect the short circuit fault characteristics of the 

power system. 

3.1 Sample Collection and Labeling 

The sample set should be diverse, representative, and reasonable. The full electric ship power system 

model is built with reference to the cruise ship, which mainly includes the generator system (generator 

excitation system and speed control system), propulsion motor, grid line and other loads. The 

simulation model has a sampling rate of 10000 Hz and a simulation time of 20 s. Faults with a length 

of 0.1 s at different nodes of the model, faults include single-phase ground short-circuit f (1), two-

phase short-circuit f (2), two-phase ground short-circuit f (1,1), three-phase short-circuit f (3) . The three-

phase current and the three-phase voltage at each node in 0.2s are collected as the original input 

samples, that is, the sample dimension is 2000*30.  Table 1 lists the number of training and test 

samples in the three diagnostic tasks, along with the corresponding labels. 

Table 1. Sample set selection and label setting 

Diagnostic task 

Number of 

training 

samples 

Number of 

test samples 
Classification and labeling 

Fault location 1000 200 Bus1,Bus2,Bus3,Bus4,Bus5 

Fault 

classification 
1000 200 f (1),f (2),f (1,1),f (3) 

Fault line phase 

selection 
1000 200 ag,bg,cg,ab,bc,ac,abg,bcg,acg,abc 
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Figure 2.  CNN feature extraction structure diagram 
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3.2 Fault Diagnosis Model Based on Convolutional Neural Network 

A hybrid model that replaces the traditional CNN output layer with an SVM classifier is used. The 

CNN's network input is a 2D feature map, and there is no need to vectorize the input data. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a feature extractor taking fault location as an example. The 

remaining two fault diagnosis tasks (fault classification and fault line phase selection) differ only in 

the number of output layer nodes. Among them, the input data dimension is 2000*30, the main 

parameters are set as follows: 

C1: 8 convolution kernels of size 3*3; 

S1: 8 filters, sampling size 2*2, step size 2, using mean pooling mode; 

C2: 16 convolution kernels of size 3*3; 

S2: 16 filters, sampling size 2*2, step size 2, using mean pooling mode; 

C3: 64 convolution kernels of size 3*3; 

S3: 64 filters, sampling size 2*2, step size 2, using mean pooling mode; 

C4: 64 convolution kernels of size 3*3; 

S4: 64 filters, sampling size 2*2, step size 2, using mean pooling mode; 

Add the Batch Normalization Layer after the convolutional layer to reduce the dependency on 

initialization, and use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the nonlinear activation function of the CNN 

to alleviate the over-fitting. The formulation of ReLU is expressed as follows: 
1 1 1( ) ( ( )) max{0, ( )}l l l

i i ia j f y j y j+ + += =                              (3) 

Of which: 
1 ( )l

iy j+ : The output value of the convolution operation 

1( )l

ia j+ : The activation value of 1( )l

iy j+  

4. Comparison and Analysis 

4.1 Impact of Network Structure Parameters on Fault Diagnosis 

In order to further study the impact of CNN internal structure on diagnostic performance, different 

CNN network structures and convolution kernel sizes are set respectively. The parameter settings and  

results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Fault diagnosis results under different network structures 

Num Network structure 
Convolution 

kernel 

Accuracy 

of fault 

location(%) 

Accuracy 

of fault 

classi- 

fication(%) 

Accuracy 

of fault 

phase 

selection(%) 

1 8C-2S-16C-2S-64C-2S-64C-2S 3 3 3 3 94 92.5 93 

2 8C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S-64C-2S 3 3 3 3 93 81 88 

3 8C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S-32C-2S 3 3 3 3 93 80 84.5 

4 8C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S 3 3 3 3 95 84.5 89.5 

5 8C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S 3 3 3 3 97 84.5 86.5 

6 8C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S 5 5 3 3 96 70 86.5 

7 8C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S 3 3 2 2 90 91.5 89 

8 8C-2S-16C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S 3 3 2 2 93 85.5 84.5 

9 8C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S-32C-2S 3 3 2 2 91 87 86.5 
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10 8C-2S-16C-2S-32C-2S-64C-2S 3 3 2 2 95 85.5 85 

11 8C-2S-16C-2S-64C-2S-64C-2S 3 3 2 2 93 87.5 85.5 

Table 2 is explained as follows: Take the number 1 as an example, the network structure is 8C-2S-

16C-2S-64C-2S-64C-2S, where C is the convolution layer and S is the pooling layer.“8C” means 

there are 8 different feature faces, “2S” represents the pooling level of the pooling layer is 2*2.The 

four numbers in the convolution kernel represent the convolution kernel size of the four convolutional 

layers in the network respectively. 

It can be seen from Table 3 that in the case of the same training background, the small changes of the 
network structure and the convolution kernel will affect the correct rate of fault location, fault phase 

selection and fault classification tasks. From the comparison of the first five groups of experiments: 

In the CNN network structure, for fault location and fault line phase selection tasks, the more signal 

features are extracted, the higher the fault accuracy rate. From the comparison of the first five groups 

and the last four groups, when the two convolution kernels are 3*3, the correct rate of fault  

classification is higher than the correct rate of fault phase selection. When the two convolution kernels 

are 2*2, the correct rate of fault phase selection is higher than the correct rate of fault classification. 

4.2 Fault Diagnosis Analysis under Different Algorithms 

In this paper, the diagnostic performance of convolutional neural network and HHT+BP neural 

network is compared. Considering the noise interference in the real environment, 20dB, 30dB and 

40dB noise are added to the original signal respectively. The results are shown in Table 3. The CNN 

adopts the network structure of number 1. The number of hidden layer nodes of the HHT+BP model 

is 10, the input layer nodes is 15. The number of output layer nodes for fault location, fault 

classification, and fault line phase selection tasks are 5, 4, and 10, respectively.The maximum value 
of the A_imf1 component of the three-phase current after HHT transformation at all nodes is extracted, 

that is, the instantaneous amplitude maximum of the IMF1 component. 

Table 3. Fault diagnosis rate for different models 

Task model 
Accuracy under 

20dB noise(%) 

Accuracy under 

20dB noise(%) 

Accuracy under 

20dB noise(%) 

fault location 
CNN 90.05 93.08 93.88 

HHT+BP 45.02 79.04 80.51 

fault classification 
CNN 87.31 91.32 92.33 

HHT+BP 51.67 74.58 87.08 

fault line phase 

selection 

CNN 90.15 91.87 92.47 

HHT+BP 47.57 70.08 84.00 

It can be seen from Table 4 that the diagnostic accuracy under the CNN model is higher than that of 

the HHT+BP model. The HHT+BP model is greatly affected by noise interference, and the average 

accuracy of the diagnosis is drastically reduced under 20 dB noise interference. It shows that the fault 

diagnosis effect of CNN model is better than HHT+BP model and has good anti-noise performance. 

5. Conclusion  

Based on the working principle of convolutional neural networks, this paper proposes a fault 

diagnosis model for all-electric ship power system combined with CNN and SVM. The simulation 

results show that the method can achieve a higher average correct diagnosis rate on the test set for 

fault classification, fault location and fault line phase selection tasks.Relying on CNN's powerful self-
excavation of deep features, it effectively avoids the cumbersome artificial feature extraction process. 

And the model which can effectively avoid noise interference has reliability and feasibility.  
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